
 

 
Covius’ Funding Suite Integrates with CreditXpert’s Next-Gen Platform 

 
Denver— November 1, 2022—Covius Holdings, Inc., a leading provider of technology-enabled 
solutions to the financial services industry, today announced that its Funding Suite® credit reporting 
solution is the first credit reporting agency to integrate with CreditXpert’s newly launched predictive 
credit scoring platform.  
 
Covius’ Funding Suite offers a comprehensive range of credit, verification and fraud solutions. Its 
services include individual and merged reports from all three credit repositories, pre-qualification 
(soft inquiry), UDM, Compare/Checkup, post-closing credit reports, credit monitoring, portfolio 
reviews, marketing lists and custom credit scoring plans and tools as well as updates, verifications, 
supplemental lien and judgment reports. Funding Suite also supports the recently announced FHFA 
requirements for the use of enhanced credit models and dual repositories. 

CreditXpert’s new SaaS platform is designed to boost a lender’s efficiency using AI to quickly 
compare improvement plans, track applicant progress and manage usage through a cloud-based 
dashboard.  

The new platform helps lenders: 

 Easily see the credit potential of every applicant and automatically receive data-driven 
improvement plans 

 Avoid underwriting blockers and identify changes between credit pulls that may have 
contributed to a change in an applicant’s credit score  

 Share improvement plans with applicants with the click of a button and automatically track 
their progress  

 Manage users, groups and branches through a single dashboard  

Commenting on the integration, Jim Norman, VP of Credit Operations at Covius said: “CreditXpert 
solutions have been available to Funding Suite clients for nearly 20 years. This new platform will 
allow clients to run CreditXpert on a broader set of applicants, not just borderline cases, and will 
improve pricing for more borrowers in this extremely challenging market.” 

This integration is part of Covius Connected, a broad and flexible strategic blueprint for enhancing 
our clients’ digital experience by increasing transparency, consistency, performance and ease of 
integration. All Covius Connected services are intended to be self-serviceable, flexible, scalable, 
fault tolerant and secure. Covius Connected simplifies the buying and onboarding processes and 
shrinks time to value and ROI for clients. 

About Covius 
Covius is a trusted provider of services, insight and technology to leading financial companies. 
Covius’ technology-enabled solutions deliver operational efficiencies, mitigate risk and empower 
compliant decisions and borrower interactions. Covius businesses are recognized leaders in loss 
mitigation, document and data solutions, title and settlement services, compliance and critical 
borrower communications, lien release tracking and preparation, HOA tracking, quality assurance, 
REO asset management and auction services, credit reporting and verification, capital markets due 
diligence and oversight, insurance policy analysis as well as rapid-development, customizable 
cloud-based business process solutions. The company was named a 2022 HousingWire Tech100 
winner. For more information about the company and its services, visit www.covius.com. 
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